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ABSTR~CT 
The theoretical rotter nio pressure orofile predicted 
bY Gaske11·s equation was sinusoidal about the nfp center, 
the position of minimum rollPr surface separation, whereas 
the profile gen~rate~ bi Me11ers' equation was parAbolic 
about the sa~e center. Bec~use of this contradiction of 
p r e d 1 ct e d p.r of 11 e. shape s , st r ~ 1 n gauge s (small, fast 
resistance coils) iTier e used to obtain an response 
-
experimental pressure profile. The profile revealed ~Y the 
straln gua~e ~as parabolic ~bout the roller niP center. 
By monitoring t.he s.t. r a 1 n gauge 
output on an 
oscilloscope, the plate/ substrate and/or plate/anilox nip 
pressures could be 1ncreasec1, decreaseri 
, or m-tintained at a. 
constant value at will. l'.lotimum 
nip pressures were 
determined that gave maxlrnurr, ink transfer. 
Print D-values were reoroduced by 
reproducing nip 
pressures, and o-values remained relatively constant 
with 
printing time. D-values incrPased with .speed, but no 
correlation between speed ~n1 ~iP pressures was determined. 
A preliminary examination of the applicability 6£ 
Me 1 j ers' t heorY., based. on e 1 as tic deformation, to the 
flexo9raph1c pJ~nting process has been presented using the 
nip contact length determined from the strain aauge output. 
~· poor f 1 t of the data to the th_eorv may have been the 
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result of ah incorrect ~etermination of the contact lenqth 
or· the presence of a fluir1 in thP nip • 
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1.: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE FLEXOGRAPHIC' PROCESS 
FlexograPhY was 1ntroduce1 in the United States in the 
1920's as a promising new wav of prlntinq. The economic 
a1vanta~e of the process was ~normous because only a rubber 
plate w~s needed for printlna. Ease of mounting also 
pr~vided an advantage. Coal tar dyestuffs ~ere used as 
pigments pr oduc 1 ng a read 11 v 111va 11a·b 1 e 1 nk. \thlch 1 ncr eased 
the popularity of the new 6rtntlng system. Furthermore, 
flexographY was used prifflarilV in the food 
pac\caginq 
industry which did not warrant high quality printing: hence, 
press designs w~re slmole a~~ inexpensive. These factors 
were responsible for the e~rlv growth and interest in 
fl exogr·apny. 
Tht popularity qf flexoqr~phy grew with the adv~nt of 
cellophahe and~ later, polyethylene. Since conventional 
printing methods were not cap~hle of printing on th~se ne~ 
iaterials and flexo~raphy could, fl~xbgraphY developed into 
quai1ty. printing orocess. Inks had to be 
reformulated and presses redesigned 
to improve the 
flexographic printing process. Today, the flexoqraPhic 
printing process lncorporstes many different inks and 
substrates, !nd press soe@~s of 10 mis are not uncommon~ 
However, research continues so as to increase the economy 
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and quality of the process. 
1. 2 PRESSES, INKS· AND SUBSTRATES 
llthough there are many ~ifferent oress designs, all 
~eslqns 1ncorpor~t~ s1~11ar c~moonents 1n the roller train • 
A typical' roller train ls shown 1n rig. 1•1. It consists nf 
an ink reservoir, fountain, anilox, olate and sub~trate 
roller, ahd ln som~ cases a reverse angle doctor blade. The 
doctor blade ls only require~ at very hiqh speeds when 
excess ink ~ust be scrape~ off the fountain r6ller • 
The· fountain roller accPpts ink froM a reservoir and 
supplies it to the anilox roller. Thus, ~hen used in 
conjunction ~1th a doctor bla~et its primary functi-0n is the 
constant delivery of ink to the anilox roller. In the 
absence of a· doctor blad!, it takes on the additional 
responslbillty bf metering the ink onto the anilox roller. 
To increase its performance, thP fountain roller consists of 
a hard rubber cylinrler on a steel shaft. 
The anllox roller ls qenerallY a chrome plated steel 
roller that is engrave~ to insure better ink receptivity. 
It receives in~ from the fountain roller and meters it o~to 
the plate r~ller. The fount~in and anilox rollers .can be 
moved independently of each ~ther and the plate roller. 
However, the start-up of a orinting operation usually l 
ental ls set ti n:J the ani lox and fountain· rollers 1 n a f 1 xed 
4 
Flexographic Printing 
INK 
FOUNTAIN 
f'·igure 1 •1: The Plexo
araphlc Roller Train 
position to elimina
te 1ncons1stant rol
ler settings. The 
pair of rollars are a
lsd enaage~ to an ~u
xiliary motor so 
tnat dur inq: press 
down-times the anilo
x roller ls 
continually wet to m
aintain a st~ady state
 ~ondition. When 
the pr~ss is restarte
d the auxiliary motor 
is di~engaqed and 
t~e fountain and anilo
x rollers are engaged
 to the plate and 
substrate rol1~rs to 
prevent slipping betwe
en rollers and 
eonsequent dissimilar 
speeds. 
\ 
The plate roller eont~1ns the printing ~late. The 
plates are secured by douhle•sidPd tape which provides e
 
gulclc and easv method for changing plates. A·s shown in
 
fig. 1·1, more t~an one platP canoe plated on the 1oller
 
for prlntin~; the number ~e~Pnds on the size of the Plates 
~hd the roller. When more than one plate ls used, th~Y must
 
be spaced such that 
contact at e~ch n1P occ
urs 
simultaneously to avoid "ech~ing". 
"Echolnq" 1s the 
phenomenon of either overimnn~sslon or underl'l)p.ression at 
either the anilox/plate 6r t~e nlate/substrate nip caused by
 
the uneven spacing of plat~s o~ the plate roller. Thi
s 
results in ~· variation in Print quality across a singl
e 
image. 
The l~pression cylinder supports th~ 
web durin~ 
prlntln~ as shown 1n Fla. 1-1. 
The 111ustratiqn is 
misleading because the w~b is aenerallY wr~pped around the 
impression cylinder. 
Fig. 1-1 
lllu~trates ~ horizontal roller train: 
however, ~hen the iame rollers are arrange~ vertically, th
e 
press ls co~monlY referred to ~s a stacked press. Another
 
com~on roller system employs 8 central impression cylinder
 
inich ls useful' tor multlcoloT' pr.intinq. In this design,
 
.) 
several r~ller trains are ntace~ around a large central
 
lmprtssion cylinder produc1na several printing stations:
 
6 
... 
'.'. 
·~··~rib· 
each station ls capable of printing a different color, 
The advent of cellnPh•ne and polyethylene as prlntlno 
substrates required the formulatton ot quick drying inks 
since plastics do not absorb Ink like pacer~ To meet this 
reg~tre~ent, a1coh6l/acetate m[~tures replaced water as the 
solvent to 11prove drying time• ~1so, tne quick drying inks 
required a circulation svstem to maintain a constant Ink 
vtscosltY, ncohol based !nles were used tor a .long period 
of time, 
but the gr-0wlnq concern over environmental 
pr6tectlon has created a trend toward returnlno to water 
based inks. 
designs to allow for the comnlete drying of the Ink before 
water based ink t~chnology requires new press 
the substrate ls wound onto the take·uP spool, With tne 
design of new presses and new tnks, nearlY any substrate can 
be used, For aultlcolor orlntlnq, plastic or hiOh gloss 
paper is preferred to prevent colors from running together: 
coarse paper 1<U.t absorb In'< resultiM in spreading (or 
feathering) although dry!no will be quicker, Thus, the type 
of substrate used ls governeri bY tne ~eslred result, 
7 
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1~3 PREVIOUS' WORK 
In recent years 
fl~xoaraphic ~tudies at Lehigh 
University have involved the analysis of ink 
transfer fro~ 
the photopoly:r,er p~ate to oolvethylene ti., 21
. Hsiung [1 J 
did much p~el1m1nary work on ink transfer us1
nq a K10l Proof 
Pr~ss~ ·It w~s found that ink thic~ness 
increased ~1th 
roller speed and decreas~d with 1ncr~asl
ng pressure. ~ 
commercial press was also used to study the e
ffect of time 
of pr1nt1n; on ink transfer. 
Here, the amount of ink 
transferred was found t6 1ncrease with 
time. This 
phenomenon was explained bv olate swelling
 due to solvent 
uptake during prlnti~g. 
Pl ate character 1 zat 1 on was ~ 1 so conducted by Hs lung. 
Althoug~ an extensive
 studv was mad
e on surface 
microro~ghness, no firm conclusions were 
drawn bet~een 
surfa·ce rou~hness and lnlc transfer. surfa
ce energfes and 
Young's moduli ,ere also ~etermlne~ for dif
ferent plates, 
out once aga1n no correlation was found with 
ln~ transfer. 
Worle bV Jenkins [21 was conducted on a Gallus-~tanfo
rd 
commercial· press because the ·K101 proof press
 was considered 
inadequate for studying the Drocess. 
Jenkins, however, 
obtalned result& similar to those obtaine
d by Hsiung. 
D•values of~ printed solid Pl~teaued after 
approximately 
1200 s, and no correlation was found between
 plate surface 
,.: 
.·. 
,C'. ,: 
,;. 
,· ,., 
·•.•, 
roughness and o-va]ues. Further
 research is reaulred to 
better understand the lnk sollttlng process. 
1~4 CURRENT RESEARCH 
The results obtained hV Hsf11nq [1) and Jenkins [21 show 
the qualitative effects of nressure and speed on 1.nk 
thickness, but to convert flexo~raphy to a highly sclentlfic 
pr~cess requires the accurate control and orediction of ink 
thickness. Th1S ls the alm nf the current r~search. 
ln1tiallY, lt was ~esire~ to obtain a mathematical 
model· describing the roller nip regions on .a flexographic 
press. In 1950 Gaskell [31 dev~loped an equation to model 
flo~ between two incompressihle steel rollers. Bergen and 
Scott (41 use1 strain gauaes to verify the accuracy ot 
~aslcell's 
e~uatlon, ~hich lPd to its widespread use. 
~ttempts wete made to applv his ~odel to nrintina processes 
!5, 6)
1 
but the current restarch shows that Gaskell's 
equation does not ~pply tn anv nrlnt1ng process involving a 
deformable pl~te. 
Gaskell·'s equation w~s abandoned in favor of a m~del 
developed bY Hannah [71 and µel~Prs [BJ based on the theory 
of elastic deformation. 
The model predicts the pressure 
distribution ahd total force ln the con~~ct region between a 
steel roller ahd a steel roller covered bV a thin elastomer. 
~eijer's results have been verified bY tu1worth and Mennie 
q 
.·.·.1 
• • t ~ 
,.,~~ 
•.• 
... 
.. 
.. 
:. ,, 
.. • 
!: 
t 
,: 
[9] and Gladwell ltOl~ fhe• nrnduced solutions independent 
of ~eljers'I tne results ohtalnea compared favorably, ~thers 
[ 11, 12] have used Mel 1ers • .results to calculate Young's 
iodul1 bY measuring the contact width produced hY a known 
forc:e. 
The ~ppltc:ab111tY of ~eljer~' model to the flexoaraph1c 
protess ho•ever, was In ~ouht sine• ~e11ers considered drY 
:onl3Ct onlY1 ~hat ls, no flulrl hetween the 
rollers. The 
of this proble~ requlrerl 
the experimental 
resolution 
determination of the pressure nroflle in the plate/substrate 
roller n1P, whic:h, of course, co~tains ink • 
Ear 11 e r r e s e a r ch C 1 3 J t n c n r po r at e d s t r a.1 n g_.a u q e s to 
,easure the pres~ure distribution for drY contact. This 
r,etermine the 
experimental technique ~as proposed to 
pressure profile In the fl••n~raphlc roller nips. The 
resultln~ profile Illustrated three distinct regions, and 
Meljers' ~odel was reasonably accurate In th• nip realon, 
rhe ~odel did not describe the ore• and post•nlP regions, 
The application of strain aau;es waj extended to print 
qualltY control· and reproductlnn, Pressure effects on In!< 
tran,ter and print quality were determined via strain 
gau;es. 
10 
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2.: THEORY 
2.1 EQU~TIONS TO PREDICT THE ROLLER NIP PRESSURE PROFILE 
2.1.1 THE APPROACH OF GAS~€LL 
Gaskell [3] developP.d a ~odel tor flow between t-o 
rollers based on 
x•dlrectiori only 
1 n e r t 1 a 1 f o·r c e s 
the ~ssumot1on that flo
~ was ln the 
(Fig. He also assu~ed
 negllgl~le 
produce a 
ant1 a Newtonian fluid to 
s 1 mp 1 i fl !d version 
of t~e ~auatlon of motion in the 
x-directton C~~. 2.11. 
~ssum1na that the "pressure ara~ient, 
2 2 
d p / d )( : µ C, IJ / ri Y 
X 
C 2. 1) 
(dp/dx), is not a function of y, integration of thts· 
equation, usin~ the 
aoorooriate bound~ry conditions, 
produces an equation d~~crlblna the pressure profile be
tween 
the rollers (Eq. 2.2). Th~· constant of 1nt~ar~t1on CC) in 
. 
? 
PCx)=3uµ12h O cc-1+z -sz 
o 1 
+ (1•3Z 
1 
2 •1 
)tan Z + C 
? 2 
-1z z 
1 
2 2 2 
)/(1+Z ) )Z 
Where: ,.. -... - constant of 
intecrratlon: 
-1 
1/R = o.5(1/R +ti~' Cm >: 
1 ? 
11 
C 2 .• 2) 
... 
'.'. 
.. , 
}.: 
r 
~· 
,·• 
, ~ . 
; 
... ;; 
't. 
R and 
1 
2 
h - h + X /R· Cml: 
-
0 
8 :{hli: 
0 
z - x'l./'Rh: 
-
0 
z - X t/Rh; 
-
1 1 0 
2 
p 
-
pressure (N/"' ) : 
-
µ - Viscosity ·cka/rn•s): -
R - roller ranll (mi; 
-
2 
u = roller velocitv Cm/s); 
·h - minimum clearance between rollers Cm); 
0 
h = local ~le~r~nce bet~een the rollers (~); 
x = position in t~e ~irection of flow Cm): 
x· = position where inK splitting occurs (ml: 
1 
Eq. 2.1 ls evaluated fro~ the one remainlnq boundarv 
conditlo~; i.e .. , the pressure at the position of split (1 ). 1 
12 
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Figure 2•1: Gaskell'~ ~odel Roller system 
~askell also develope~ eouations to calculate the shear 
rate (1u /dy) and the local velocity Cu) in the nip 
X 
X 
(Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4): 
d U / d y : • ( d p/ d X ) ( 1 / 2 µ , ( h • 2 Y ) 
X 
' u = •(dp/'dx)0/2µ )(hv•v ) + u 
X 
13 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
,_, 
.. 
•,t·, 
,, 
. .,_ 
,., 
, . (, 
;:· 
.-. f:· 
,. 
2 
dp/dx : 12 µ (U/h 
Q = h u 
1' 
l 
- Q/h) (2.5) 
(2.6) 
The quantity h 
1 
represents the v~lu~ of the roller clearance 
at the nip exit ex). 
1 
~astell. 1etermine1 that the ratio 
h /h could not exceed a v~lue of 1.33 regardless of the 
1 o roller radii and the {luili viscosity (provi<1ed the fluid is 
Newtonian). 
The boundary conditions for the intearation ot the 
differential equa;io~ (2.1) were derived from the ohysical 
:nodel' of the systein1 that is, fluid flow bet~een two 
inco~presslble rolle~s. This n~vsical syste~ does not exist 
in the flexographic process h·ec~llse the printing device is a 
deformable polymer plate~ hence, the boundarv conditions 
used ln the 1nte~rat1on of Fa. 7~1 are not correct. 
These 
incorrect boundary conditions i~PlY that Gaskell's equation 
,ould not successfully ctescrlbe the flexographic process and 
another mode 1: should be ~evP 1 opPc1. 
\4 
2.1.2 THt A~PRtiACH tiF MEIJE~S 
Extending the earlier wor~ of Hannah [7], based on the 
theory of elastic deformation, ~eijers CB] developed a less 
cumbersome solution to the problem of contatt between a 
st~el roller ~nd a steel rnller covered bV an elastomer. 
~eijers 1eternlned that two solutions were ne~ded: one tor 
c/h, 0.1, and another for c/h ~ o.s Cc = half-contact 
len~th and h: polymer thickness). Each solution, however, 
1 s · f u r t her c o n p 11 c ~ t e d by the ~ o 1 s s on ' s . rat fo C (J ) o f the 
The equations in ea~h region assume one form for 
poly:ner. 
(J = O, 5, and ,nether for (J < n. 5, T.he ens u i n.g disC:us Si on 
will illustrate the effect that the Poisson's ratio has on 
these equations. 
For c/h, 0.7, the e~uatio~s to calculate the pressure 
distribution and total force in the nlP take the general 
form of Eq. 2.7 and 2.0, resoectlvely. Th~ pressure 
2 2 1 /2 2 
P(x)=Ec/2RC1-(J )(l•(,C/C) l (1+1/8Q' .(c/h) 1 
2 ?. 4 
+1/64( (X +set +4a (x/c:) (c/h) ) 
1 ?. 2 
2 2 2 
F : 1rE/4(1.• (J ).(~ /R) (1+1/8 Q! (c/h) + 
1 
+1/64(0! 
1 
2 4 
+6a )(c/h) ) 
2 
(2.7) 
( ?. .• 8) 
2 
Where: E = Yriung's modulus ftt/m ); 
R - ( R: X R )/CR + R ) Cm); . 
1 2 t 2 
~ and R - r-ol ler ra1'-1 
Cm), 
-
1 2 
c = h~lf•contact lencrth Cm); 
h = plate. thickne~s rm); 
U= Poisson's ratio, 
distribution was rlevelop~d fro~ a polynornl~l ex~3nslon that 
was truncated after the third t~r~. 
The total force was 
then f~und by integratlnq ~Cxl from -c to c. The par~meters 
Ci. depend on the Poisson's ratio and are given in 
i Table 2•1. They were ~alculated bY exoandinq the Kernel 
function [141 in a uniformly convergent power series, and 
then solving for Cl. for ~iffernt Pois~on's ratio. 
1 
Table 2-1: The Constants Ci. for (J
 t. o.s 
1 
(J a1 a2 a a1 
CY. 
. 2 
0 4.5929 •S.5786 
n.45 7.2885 -10.8026 
o.30 s.121s -7.8479 
o.48 7.793R •11.7696 
0.40 6.6236 -9.5423 
o.so 8.188R -12.5334 
. ,; . 
. · . 
. ,., 
• .. •. 
' .. ,. 
The solution for c./h ~ o.s is much more cumbersome than 
that for c/h 'o.r. 
A aenetAl equ~tlon cannot be written 
for U, o.s: rather one set ts r~qulred for ~ = o.s and 
another for a < 0.5. Eauattons 2.9 and 2.10 descrltie the 
prP.ssure distribution and· the tC'ltal force for ~ = o.s • 
1/2 
P(x):(Ec/2R)(e~p(-BX /h)(8X /h) 
1 t 
3 m 2 -1 L [a (1+0.S'(h/c) (c/'1')•0 ) 
n:om:on~ 1 
n-1 m 
n 8 )(c/h) ex /cl 
3 n,m+2 1 
112 4 n 2 -1 
+E CB·x /h) L LP C1+0. 1Hh/c) Cc/h·D ) 
2 1 n:o m:o nm 1 
n•1 m 
D & )(c/h) (x /cl l 
3 · n,m+2 1 
2 2 2 •1 
f' : E c /'4 R (1 • (T ) C 2 /1 5 l C h / c l C c / h • D ) 1 
7 1-1 L £ cc/hl 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
j:J l 
The constants (X and {J are 
nm · nm 
Kronecker delta, r. 8 1S the 
a1ven in T~bl~s 2-2 and 2-3. 
ls the error function, and 
2 
nm x· = x· + c. The parameters f ~re calculated from the 
1 l 
following set of equ,tions: 
.t 1 
,;, 
.. ,., 
... 
,,, 
... 
;;. 
,, 
,,. 
.. 
t• 
'· 
.. 
3 6 2 
f - 3/8(0 D l - s12cn n ) + D 
• 5/4(0 ) 
1 5 1 3 1 1 
3 
c~.11) 
2 5 
f = -3 /P. I) + 15/2(0 D ) - 60 
2 5 3 1 1 
(2.12) 
4 ( 2 .13) 
f = -fS/2(0 D ) + 150 
3 3 1 1 
l (2.14) 
f = 5/20 - 200 
4 3 1 
2 (2.15) 
f - 15D -
5 1 (2.16) 
f - -60 
-
6 1 (2·.17) 
f - 1.0 
-
l 
n n n 
D = l d /'dif C X 
C w)-1 /?ln (w+ 1 B) • ln C w+-1C-)) (2.18) 
n + 
The constants B·, C, an<1 X (w) .are a function of the 
+ 
Poisson's ratio, and are rriv~n in Table 2-4. The values of 
o· and f for (l = o.s ~re ,1ven in Tahle 2-s. Ea. 2.1A 
1" 1 
need only he evaluat@d at w = n.n. 
Table· 2•2: 
n\m 0 
0 o·.34951 
1 o.53340 
2 o.19780 
3 o.o 
The Coefficients Cl. 
1 
-o.?6643 
•O .1030R 
o.o6q4Q 
tR 
2 
0.00209 
•0.06R49 
nm 
3 
0.01112 
.. , 
• .,, 
~-
•·· ", 
·'·" ._, 
., 
r.. 
n\m 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
o.3 
o.4 
o.45 
o.48 
o.s 
0 
o.3 
o.4 
0.45 
0.48 
o.s 
r·able 2-3: The CoP.fficients {J nm 
0 1 2 3 
4 
0 .3 995·7 
0.48586 1.46937 
-\.30042 0.15319 2.52689 0.02535 
o.o 1.02341 -0.
1H,218 
-0.33333 o.os333 
o.o o.o 
Table .2•4: 
1.139431 
0.882931 
o.686295 
0.513369 
0.337146 
o.o 
It 
X (0) 
+ 
0.084905 
0.004041 
O.Cl891S8 
0.092739 
o.09s201 
o.096982 
o.33313 
The Constants ~, B, C and X (w) 
+ 
1.8348.15 
2. 2cn 1.61 
2.4R13~2 
2.601214 
2.6~3941 
2.746011 
Ill 
X (0) 
+ 
•0.1485R 
-o.12s1q 
-n.t24Q8 
-o.12s21 
-o.1?.5l0 
-o.1is35 
,.. 
... 
1.189617 
o.91.2785 
0.826310 
o.78?924 
o.756693 
o.739085 
IV 
X (0) 
+ 
-0.30099 
-0.20760 
-0.19149 
-o.1~203 
-0.116R7 
-0.17240 
X' ( 0) 
+ 
o.os23s·s 
o.ns9002 
o·. 065695 
0,.070284 
,I). 07 3568 
0.076025 
V 
X CO) 
+ 
0.?454 
Table 2•51 The Constants·~ and f for U = 0.5 
1 1 
D - -1.4591 D = -4.R768 
D = -108. 65-91 
-
1 3 
5 
f = 1.5009 f. = 2.55'71 
f = 14.6\67 
1 2 
3 
f - 49.9332 f - 3t .<n38 
f = 8.7545 
-
-
4 5 
6 
f !;· 1 •. 00 
7 
For U< o· .s F.quations ?.19 and 2.20 
;:\f~ used to 
calculate the pressure rl i st r 1 but 1 on and 
the total force in 
the nip. 
P(x) = Ecl2RC2C1·U)/Cet+U)(l•2U)))(c/h) 
2 
( ( ( 1 • X / 2 C ) ( h / C ) •F' ( h / C ) ) ( e X p .( • B X / h ) !/; P, ) /BX / h + 
2 
2 2 
+ (x/c•1/2Cx/c) +·er -F x/clfh/c)·F Ch/cl 
3 4 5 
-1 2 -1 
·2A Ch/t•D Ch/c) )Ca exp(2lr/h)·11 )E. cJsx/h) + 
1 0 2 . 
2 / n 
+ (h/C.•D (h/'c) ) L c-u F 
1 n:o n 
(2.19) 
n •n n n 
exp(•1 ,x/h)/'Ca exp(•1 2"c/h)•UE (B+(-1) A)(x/h)) 
o 2 
•1 n n 
ihere1 F : A (1+(-11 A/r) 1+(-1) AIR Cn=l,2) 
n 
20 
. 
' . 
··~ It .' 
., 
' .. 
r 
,. 
F - 1/C:+1/48+0: 
-
2 1 
F - 1 / C + 1 / 2 B • t /!. : 
-
3 
F - F +tl4B; -
4 2 
2 
F - 1/2BC•1/~~ +F' n 
-
5 3 1. 
2 2 
2 
F - (2Ec: /'3R)(C1•C1') 
1(c1-2.CT,o-cr ,ncc!.h) 
-
•1 -t 7 2 
(1•3(~ +D )(h/c)+3(A +n, Chic:)+ 
1 t 
-3 -1 3 3 
+(~ +O.SD •(~ +D) )(h/c) • 
3 1 
(2.20) 
-1· 2 2 J -1 
-6A C(h/C)•2n Chic)+~ <hie) )Ca exp(2~c/h1~1l l 
1 t o 
The constants D are c~lculated from Fquation 2.18 at 
1 
the desired Poisson's rat1", and are given in Tabl~ 2-6. 
Tabl2 2•6: 
0 
o.3o 
o.40 
0.45 
0.48 
The Const=3nts D for (j< o.s 
1 
n 
1 
-1.ono16 
-1.25466 
•t.345A5 
-t.)QQ20 
-1.434?1 
2\ 
" 3 
-1.2<'129 
•2.5Sl63 
-3.485~9 
.4.09qoo 
•4.54240 
:,." 
'' 
. 
.. 
'· 
.. 
.I 
1 
i 
1 
1 
I 
The value of~ at variou- Doisson's ratio~ ls qlven ln Table 
2,4, and a cah be calculated from: 
0 
1 /2 
a· :((B+A)l(B•~)) ((C+A)/(~-~))(H (•!A)/H (1A)) (2.21) 
+ + 
0 
The constants H (:t.1A) are 
~v,l!luate1 by truncating the 
+ 
uniform convergent power ser1e5 
exp~nslon of H Cw) [14] 
+ 
around ~ - o.o. Me11ers 
su1~ests the assu:not1on tha.t 
-
H C t.lA) - 1 ' The a.uthor found 1.t 
more reasonahle to oacl< 
-
+ calculate a fro~ Eqs. 2.8 and 1.20. The two equation~ are 
0 
valid ln the re~ion n,5, c/h, 0.1: hence, a 11fference of 
less than 1% bet~een t~e t~o solutions will result for 
c/h = 0.7. The force calculate~ from Eq. 2.A was increased 
bY l\ an1 tnen substituted into EQ .• 2.20, which was solved 
for a· , Thls procedure was use~ tor (J' < n.s (Table 2-7). 
0 Although the ratio H c-1~,,~i (1~)""1, the deviation from 1 
+ + 
causes 1ar1e errors tor Po1s~o~'5 ratio of n.45 and 0,48. 
a (Eq, 2.21) 
0 
0 95,97R 
0,3 go.2s3 
0,4 14,347 
0,45 5,8736 
o.48 2,9581 
c~1cutated Values of a 
0 
~ (Fq, 2.20) H (•iA)/H 
0 + 
73.100 0,762 
A2,1f'l0 0,909 
12,Q40 0.902 
5.'1360 0.925 
2. ff\ 05 o.950 
22 
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2.2 THEORY OF STRAIN GAUGES 
A s tr a 1 n gauge 1 s a s III a 11 c n 11 o f th in. cons tan tan a 11 o y 
wire which, 
resistance. 
upon deformation, undergoes a change in 
This change 1.n resistance is measured by 
placing the gauge as the unkno~n resistance in a Wheatstone 
brld~e ~rrange~ent. With no strPss applied to the gauge, 
the Wheatstone bridge ls bal~nced and a reading of zero 
volts 1s obtained. Wh
~n th~ 1auge is deformed, its 
resistance chan;es, causina ~n !~balance of the btidge: a 
~easurable current ~lows throuah the measurinq device. 
Tt",e 
Wheatstone bridge arrannernPnt is a oart of a signal 
conditioner-, and the measurinq ~ev!ce is~ digital recording 
oscillosc~pe CORO) • 
The gau;e can under,o two types of deformation: 
elongation or compression. Elnnoatlon produces an increase 
in resistance whereas compression (shortenlnQ) produces a 
decrease in the resistance. ~n Increase in qauqe resistance 
produces a positive voltaq~ output while a decrease in gauqe 
resistante produces a neqative voltage reading. Obviouslv, 
the sign of the voltag~ output is an indication of the tvP~ 
of deformation experienced bV the gauge. With a st~ain 
~au1e in the printing plat~, anv deformation experienced by 
the plate in the roller n1 D will als .. o be experienced hy the 
gau;e. Thus, the voltage output correJponds to the tyne of 
?. 3 
I 
~: 
. ' I J 
. 
. 
.. 
deformstlon and is proportional to the maqnitude of the 
deformation experienced bV the plate.. The voltage outout 
c:en be conv,rted to pressure hV c:al1brat1on, using a tnown 
force over a k:nown cross•s@ctionel area on the gauge. -~ 
calibration curve of pressure vs. voltaoe is then used to 
The 
convert experimental voltaae to r~ller niP pressure. 
calibration procedure ls outlined in ~ppend1x A. 
When a beam· of radiant energy, 
denoted. t>y ·1 , e.nters a 
0 
2.3 INK THICKNESS MEASURED BY REFLECTANCE 
transparent material, SOl"IP. Etnerov 
iS absorbed CI ) and some 
a 
energy is transmitted CT). 
'rransm1ttance, T, and 
absorbance, D, can then be ~efinPd as: 
(2.22) 
T = 1/I 
0 (2.23) 
D: •lo~(T) 
The absorbance ls then relatPd to the thickness Cb) and 
concentration ( cl of the material by Beer's La.w (Eq. 2. 74.l, 
where a ls the absorptivitv of the ~aterlal. The absorbance 
(2.24) 
D = abc 
ls· a· dlrec:t i1ea·sure of thP thiC'kness Cb) provided a and c: 
are k:no~n. 
?.4 
;,: 
•' 
.. 
Reflectance occurs wh~never a rav of light encounters a 
:olor mav he reoresente1 in 
boundary between two med1~. 
terms of tristlmulus values for red, blue, an~ green 
spectral colDrS CCIE svste~ of 1, Y, and Z coordlnatesl, 
The reflect a·nce te.tm, R, 1 s the percentage of 
11:Jht 
reflected bV the samp.le relative to that reflected by a 
i!gneslu~ oxide standard. 
Reflectahce curves of colorPd ~aterial may look s1m1·1ar 
to transmittahce curves. ~ perfectly white sample would 
reflect all of the li~ht, 
3nd its curve would be a 
theoreticallY perfect blac( 
horizontal line ~t 100%. ~ 
sample woul1 absorb all of the lllht and Its curve ~ould be 
a horizontal lihe at zero, Therefore, the absorbance, o, 
(termed O•valuel, ls related to the reflectanceby Eq, 2,25, 
(2.25) 
o-value = •log(R) 
The o-va1ue of a· print ls, therefore, Indicative of the lnl< 
layer thlcknes. 
?.5 
., 
.. ,, 
i( 
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3.: EXPERIMENTlL'. WORK 
3.1 REFLECT~NCE' MEASUREMENTS 
The reflectance of the or1"ts was measured on a KCS•1B 
reflectance spectrophotometer. 
Light source A w~s use~, 
including ultraviolet (UV) 11~ht, The 100% a~justment was 
set using. the Y tristimulus f1lt~r and the 620 nm filter bV 
placing a white ceramic olate in the sample and stand~rd 
holder. Reflectahce ~as m~~surert at 620 nm becaus~ it ls 
the .,,,ave length of m
lnil'IIU!II reflect a nee (or maximum 
aosorption) by the printed rPalon. 
The a·esired area on the or1nt was then place~ in the 
sample holder, and itS reflectance determined r~latlve to 
the c~ra~lc standard. This ~irt not create •uch ~rror since 
a11· r~flectahce measurements were made against the ceramic 
sUmdard·, and the po lyethvlene, which absorbs only 1 ·2% of 
the light, ls of relativelv unifnr~ thlckn~ss. 
For each measurement, 
the was allowed 
approxi~atelY 15 seconds to Insure stabilized readings. To 
improve the pteclslon of the r~flectance r~sults, each data 
point· consl~ted of the aver~ae of 10•12 prints. 
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3~2 PRESSUR~ MEiSUREMENTS WITH STRAIN GAUGES 
Roller n1P pressures ~ere measured bV plating strairi 
~auges (~easurements ,Inc~) in Cyrel FP plates. Two 
different methods were u~etl for the pl~cement of the ~auae 
in the plate: 
1. A gauge was placed in the unprocessert 
photopolymer durlnn extrusion, but hecause of 
poor thickness control, this method was 
aba·ndoned • 
2. A horizontal incision w~s made in the side of an 
ima·ged are:i' on :the ['!late using a scalpel, and the 
gau~e ~as inserted an~ secured with rubber 
cement. This proce~ure nroved adequate and was 
used throughout. 
The method of wiring the gauge to. the 
siqnal 
conditioner during printlnq required a modification of the 
plate roller shaft7 the r~ller shaft was hollowed and 
The path of the wires 
extended approximately 10 cm. 
connecting the strain gauae to the siqnal conditioner ~as 
v'ia a small· hole drilleri through the shaft, along the 
hollowed center of the shaft and connected to low-noise slip 
rin~s. The sliP rings facilitated the connectiori of the 
signal conditioner to the rot~tlng shaft. ~ sample stgnal 
output, record~d bY a digital recordtnq oscilloscoP~ CDROl 
C~icolet Test and ~easurements Group), and clotted by an x~y 
plotter, is shown ln Fig. 3•1. 
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Figure· 3•1: samolP Signal Output 
The base line is ·v = o volts. Peak Ca) 1s the strain 
i it the plate/~nilox nip [max.• ~.310 volts), and peak (bl 
is· the straln at the f)latelsubstrate nip (max. = 3.f:190 
volts). ~. corr~spondence of th~ peaKs to their respective 
nips ls s1mp1~ b~cause the n1P positions are not syrm~tric 
about the plate roller: 1.e., the distance from the 
plate/substrate nip to the plate/anilox niP is larger than 
the distance from t_he 
plllte/aniiox niP to the 
plate/substrate nip. The pe~ks were recorr1ed by the ORO and 
spaced accordingly. 
2A 
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Each recQrded output cont~tns three or four peaks tor 
each nip. For th~ .prelim1nary results, the data for each 
nlp for a particular tr~ce were obtained by averaging the 
~axl~um values of the thr~e or four recorded neaks. ~11 
results are presented as the maximum peak hel~ht (max1~u~ 
pressure). To improve the prec1slon of the average, g.13 
recorded peaks were used in its calcul~tion ln later 
experi~ents. A co~puter nronra~ was used to calculate the 
average value and the stan~3rd ~eviation. The conversion of 
sttain, in volts, to ores~ure wa
s facilitated by a 
calibration curve which is nresPnted in Aopenrlix A. 
For a c:>11pl'ete study of thP pressu.re effects o·n the 
flexogr3PhiC printing proc~ss ~nd final Print quality, the 
following experi~ents were carried out: 
1. Ink transfer as a function of plat~/suhstrate 
and plate/anllox pressure. 
This experi~ent ~as de~igned to deter~lne the 
relationship between ni~ pressure and ink 
transfer. such a cnrrPlation is renuired to 
facilitate print qu~litV cnntrol. The pressman 
produced an optimu~ orint bV visual inspection, 
then, by using the ORn, the plate/substrate nip 
pressure was varied whilP maintaining a constant 
plate/~hilox niP pressurP. ~ secon~ trial 
incorporated variatinn ~f the plate/anilox nir 
prPssure while mAintalnlng a constant 
plate/Substrate nlo prPs~ure. Then-values of 
the prints produced 3t the various pressures were 
then measured. 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
O•value and nip pressur~ as a function of time. 
The :neasurement of O•vlll11e and pressure chanqes 
c1ue to plate swellinq with time on the press was 
required to determine the presence of non-
equilibrium printinq conditions. ~fter the 
press~ah had produced an optimum print by visual 
inspection, the press was allowed to run 
continuously for 20 ~inutes. At pre-set time 
intervals the pressures were recor~ed, and the 
corresponding prints werP obtalne~ by placing 
markers in the take-uo soool • 
Print repro~uction throunh pressure monitorina. 
To overcome visual inspection as a means of print 
preparation and reprnri11ct1on, th~ ORn was used to 
reproduce t~e roller nio pressure profiles 
deternined in prevl-ous exper1~ents. The 
resultinq print o-v~tues were then compared with· 
the previous visualtv prepared prints to 
deter~ine if pressure rPoroduction result~ in 
print reproduction • 
D•V31Ue and pressure as~ function of speed. 
Gas~ell's equation nresents pressure ~s a 
function of roller s~~e~~ It was n~cessary to 
determine if such a ~elat1onshiP exists for the 
flexographic process. TMe press was run at 
speeds of o.254, o.sne, o.762, 1.016, 1.210, 
t.524, 1.778 and 2.0l2 m/sec, and th.e pressure 
and D•value were me~~ur~d for each spe@d~ 
s. Pressure as a function nf gauge deoth. 
These experiments were ~esigned to test a plate's 
ability to diss1p8te ~n applied force. Press 
runs of 10 minutes were made with the ouaqe 
inserted at the toP anrl hotto~ of the plate, and 
pressure measurements were recorderl at pre-set 
t1:ne intervals. 
~;· 
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4.: RESULTS' 
4.1 PRESENTATION OF THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 
4.1.1 PROFILES GENERATED BY G~SKELL'S EQUATION 
The pressure, 
calculaterl fro~ Eqs. 
velocltv and shear rate profiles 
2.2, 2.1 ~nd 2.4, respectively are 
sho~n in Figs. 4•1, 4·2 an~ (-3. The minimum clearance 
between the suos tr ~te· roller ( Fl = 304.8 
mm) anr, the .P 1 at~ 
1 
roller CR = 39.30 fl'ffi) "1~S chosen as 
h = 4 µrn he·cause 
2 0 
printed polyethylene is considPrP.d to 
have :an ink layer 
thiclcness of approximatelv 2 µm [15], and it was assul'led 
that the ink split occurs ~idw~v between th~ roll~rs. The 
1eterm1nat1on of h /h ~as f-0und to he verv ~itficult. 
1 o 
Therefor~, for the prelimln~rv calculations, the maximum 
Usinq h = 4 µ"' ~nd h /h 
o 1 0 value of h /h = 1.33 was chosen. 
1 o 
= 1.33 in Eq. 4.1, a value of x = 303.14 µm was 
1 
2 
h : h + X /R 
(4.1) 
1 o 
where 1/R = o~5(1/F + 1/P) 1 ? 
c a l c u. l at e d • The constant of 1nteqration CC) in Eq. 2.2 was 2 
determined by settlnq F = o Nim at x = x , which resulted 
1 
: = •Ct • 3Z 
1 
2 -1 
)tan + (t+~7. 
1 
2 7 
)Z /Cl+Z ) (4.2) 
1 1 
.. 
, . 
• 
,1 
.. 
.. 
' 
·'·' !. 
., 
,: 
;,~ 
,• 
'• 
:-
·l 
I 
I 
in Eq. 4.2. The pressurP. at 
x = x has been suggested to be 
1 
equivalent to the negative 
co~~sive strenqth of the fluid, 
,. 
•10.125 \1N/,i [5, 6]. ~owever, due to 
the variation in the 
~eas~red values of 
fluid cnheslve strengths [1~, 17], 
2 
P = o Nim was used ln th~ or~sent study. 
The pressure 
(f'la. 4•1) with 
profile ta'<es the shape of 
tt-,e sine curve 2 
2 
p = 1.37 lw':N/'l'l at X = 
-'301.1'1µ!1'1 and p = 0 Nim at 
gradiel"l:t in the region 
x· = 303.14 µ:n. T-he T.\egativ~ pressure 
•303.14 , x , 303.14µm (F'fq. 4·1l causes the ink to be 
"pumped" between the rollers. 
The v~locltY profile shown tn (Fla. 4•2) is iridlcative 
~f the flo~ ·between the rollers. At the roller surfaces the 
no sliP boundary condition 1s applied so that the local 
fluid velocity 1& equal to the roller speed. 
The pressure 
~radlent pU!Tl?lng action on thP ink and the equivalance of 
roller velpcitles result ln a oarabolic flow nrotile with a 
maximum local v~locitY mldw~v betw~en the rollers. Since 
the local· c:leatance between the rollers Ch) ls constantly 
changing with x, the mannl~ude of the ink velocity midwav 
between the rollers also chana~s with x~ The velocity 
3? 
.. , 
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Figure 4•1: Pressure broftle from Gas~Pli's ~quation 
)l 
. , 
Fiqure 4•2: Velocity Profile from Gaskell's Equatio
n 
Fiqure 4-3: Shear ~ate Profile from Gaskell's E
quation 
ink bank 
Figure 4•41 Str~aml 1 nes in the Ink Ban·1c 
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~· 
profile at is 
influenced bV the 
characteristics of the ink bank: i.e., an area Cor volume) 
of ~idelf fluctuating velocities caus~d by the rejection of 
the ink by the nip (Fig. 4•4) [18]. Large variations i~ the 
local velocity in the nip nroduce hiqh shear rates Cfiq. 
4-3) ~hich, if the ink were shear rate dependent~ would 
result in a variation in the ink viscosity. However, since 
inl< used in the orPsent 
study ts Newtonian 
the 
cµ= o.016 Kg/m-s), shear r3te P.f.fects on the inK can be 
~lso~ there ar~ three re~ions of zero shear rate: 11nored. 
a· distance of t.303.14 µm f_rom thP nip center (where h=h ) , 0 
and the midline between the. rol_lP.r surfaces. 
4.1.2 PRESSURE. DISTRIBUTION GENERA1ED SY MEIJERS' EQUATION 
Meijers' model for contact between a steel roller and a 
steel" roller covered by an elastomer invo.lves more equations 
and variables than Gaskell's eauatton, which increases the 
a-ount of numerical analv~is required to understand the 
model'. The determiriation of the region of vali4itY of the 
two sets of equ~tions (Eqs. 2.1-2.A and Eqs. 2~9-2.10) 
requires the use of the eau~tion to describe Hertzian 
2 2 
F : c E/.(4RC1•0' )) 
H 
where c = Hertzian half·c~ntact le~gth 
H 
15 
(4.3) 
·,, 
i 
,, 
.. 
c:ontatt (Eq. 4.3). (Hertzl~n cont~ct ls defined as contact 
between two homog~neous el~stic bodies). tas. 4.3 and 2.8 
(for (j = 0.5) combined with the dimensiQnless variables 
* * 
* 
c: =c/c and h =hie results in a 6th order po
lynomial in c 
H H 
* 
as, a· function of h • Simll~rlY, Eqs. 4.3. an~
 2.10 combined 
* 
* * 
with c and h also yields a oolvnomlal inc 
as a function 
* * 
of h. F'or a given h, however, e
ach polynol'!llal has onlv 
* 
one real positive root l~ss thAn unity repr~senting c • 
* 
Both polyno~lal~ were solve~ for c 
* * 
as a function of several 
* 
values of h. A plot of c vs. 1/h ~as 
constructe~ (Fig. 
4•5). The region of overla~ for the t~o solutions is 
ev1dent in F't~·. 4•5: a numeric~, analysis shows an error of 
l~ss th~h 1\ in the region n.sJ, c/h, 1.2. This region ls 
somewhat larger than that suaae~t~d bV Meijers(S). 
The pressure profil~ aen~rated by Eq. 2
.7 f.or 
c = 300 µ'fl and h = 22R.6µrn (the thickness of the polymer 
plate) ls presented in flq. 4.-~. The curve tak
es the shape 
2 
of the cosine function with 
p 
= 0 N/m at X = 300 µm, anti P 
2 
- 20,65 KN/m at X - o.o ~. The 
e ff e.ct of c/h on the 
-
-
pressure profil-e and total force 
calculated from Eqs. 2.7 
and 2.8 for (j = o.s is shown in Figs. 
4-7 and 4·8, 
respectively, :1nd the ef f e·ct on the
 pressure pr.of ile and 
total· force C:·31 cu 1 ated from F.qs. 2.9 and
 2.10 is shown fn 
36 
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Figs. 4•9 and 4•10, respectively. aoth the pressure and the 
force are plotted 1n a ~im~nsionless form: 2RP(x)/Ec = 
·2 2 
f-Cx/c) and 4RFC1• (J )111' Ee = crrx/c), respectively. ~s the 
ratio c/h increa·ses, thP oressnre anc1 force increase. The 
effect of Poisson•s ratio on the pressure profile and tdtal 
force is shown in Figs. 4•11 and 4•12, respectively. Eq. 
2.19 (large c/h ratios; U < o.51 was excluded because an 
accurate pressure profile could not be generated ~ue to a 
subtle error in the eqtiatlon. nuring the course of the 
worK, several· errors were uncovered in Mei ~ers' equations, 
bu t due. to the c o.m p 1 e x i t y o f F. a • 2 • 1 9 , the error c o'ul d not 
be identified. 'A decrPrlse in results in a decrease
 In 
tne pressure profile and the total force. The comparison 
between the equation for small c/h ratios (Eq. 2.1 for 
(J = 0.5) and that for larqe c/h ratios (Eq. 2.9) shown in 
Fl g. 4•1l. The region of ovPrlap prevlou~lY determined in 
F'ig. 4·5, ls illustrated in Ficr. 4•.13. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTA~ RESULTS 
4.2.1 EXPERI~ENTAL PRESSURE PROFILE 
A typical· pressure· prof11P through the plate/substrate 
nip is shown in Fig. 4•14. Th! profile exhibits three 
2) 
11stioct reglons: 1) the pre•nJn region, 0 ' t L 7.9 
ms; 
the nip 
region, t 
obtained 
2 
1.4 !.1N/n 
re~lo.n, 7.9 Lt t 15.4 l!\S~ and 3) the post nip 2 
~ 15.4!Y1S. A mitilmum oressure of -0.41 MN/m 
ls 
in th~ pre•nlP realon, while a maximum p~essure of 
ls obtained in the center of the nip region. The 
post-nip region shows a ~yp1cal decay as the Cyrel FR plate 
relaxes to its original form. 
The cont~ct length (2c) wa& taken as 7.9, t, 15.4 ms. 
The roll~rs ,ere rotating at~ linear speed of 1.016 mis: 
the contact lenqth was calculated to be 2c = 7.62 mm. 
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4.2,2· PRESSURE. VARIATION RESULTS 
The preliminary results tor varying the Plat~/substrate 
nip pressure while ma1nta1~1nq constant plate/anilox n1o 
pressure are shown 1n·F1q. 4-1~. Position 1 on the abs:1ssa 
is 1 the condition of optimum print as determined by the 
pressman. 
plate/substrate 
Position 7 
while 
is overl~pr~ss1on at the 
maintaininq a constant 
plate/anllox n1P pressure (hy monitoring the DRO). Posltion 
3 is underinpresslon at the ol~te/substrate nip. Position 4 
ls• a return to th~ condition of optimum print as determined 
by the pressnah. Fig. 4-1~ shows th~ n-values correspond1tia 
to these -pressures. Incre3sina the pressure from 1.51 to 
2 
3.30 MN/m produced a 
decre3s1ng the pressure 
1ecrease in the D-~alue, and 
2 
1.16 MN/m produced a 1.4% 
~ecrease in the D•valu~; thus, n-valu~s are Plate/substrate 
nip pressure dependent. These results also suggest the 
likelihood of an 
between 1.16 and 1.51 
optimum 
2 
~Nim. 
plate/substr~te nip pre~sure 
To better illustrate the 
relationship between n-valuP and plate/substrate nip 
pressure, this experiment ~as r~produced using more data 
points (Pi~. 4•17). The ptate/anilox nip pressure was not 
maintained exactly constant, but is was found that the small 
:han;es in the plate/anllox nio nres~ure did not produce 
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51 
significaht changes in the ~-V!lue. To determine this 
dependence, a least squares oolynomlal was fit to the 
D-value •variabl~ plate/~nilox nlp pressure results (below). 
The plate/lubstrate nip ~ressure was initially at 
2 
? = 0.60 MN/•· (optimum print determined by the pressman). 
It w3s then slo~ly increased to a 
2 
m~ximum pressure of 
2 
t.40 MN/m , ah~ followed bv a slow decrease to 0'.45 MN/m. 
Pressure adjustment at the olate/substrate nip vas not 
controll~d with the ORO. The roller settings ~ere moved by 
the pressma·n, and the resulting, arbitrary pressures were 
recorded. FiJ. 4•18 illustrates the changes in D•vatue as 
the pressure was increased and t~en decreased, and riq. 4•19 
shows the rel~tionship. between D•value and plateisubs~rate 2 
nlp pressure. ~ maximum n-v~lue ls obtained at 1.40 MN/m , 
Which ls conslstaht with the orellminary results. 
Exa~lnation of the o.st mm ~ot halftone region was also 
conducted at various pressures. A halftone region ls a 
series of dots of similar 1HamP.ter, t.e., d=0.51 mm·. Fiq. 
4•20 is ~· ma~nified photoar~P~ of this Printed region at a 
2 
plate/substrate nip .pressure of o.60 MNlrn ,the optimum 
printing con~ition determined visually by the pressman, and 
F'lg. 4•21 is a· photograph of thP same printed region at a 
2 
plate/substrate nip pre5sure of 1~08 ~Nim. The unprinted 
re;ion at the c:enter of t.he r1ots in Fig. 4•20 illustrates 
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Figure 4·20: 
P'igure 4·21: 
2 
0.51 ~m h~lf-tone ~t 0.60 ~Nim 
2 
o.s, mm h~lf-tone at 1.0R MN/m 
' ,i 
2· 
that a plate/substrate nlo pressure of 0.60 HN/m is 
"underimpression" at the platP/substrate niP. 
2 
When the 
pressure is increased to 1.0A MN/m , however, the center of 
the dots print indicating th~t this higher pressure is more 
desirable. Although a halo forms around the dot at a higher 
pressure ( F'1;1. 4-21), the shape of the not is unchanged. 
2 2 
The avera·qe area· of ·a dot at 0,60 ~Nim is 159.3 mm , and 
2 2 
the avera·ge area· of a dot at 1 • n R M_N/m ls 168 .o m.m , a s.21 
increase in area. Such ~ small distortion should be 
acceptable in order to obt~in a complete half-tone image. 
These results imply that the orPssman's optimum print ls an 
under1mpressed print at the pl3tP/substrate nip. 
The preltninary results for varying the plate/anilox 
nip pressure ahd maintaining constant plate/substrate nip 
pressure are shown in fiq. 4•2?. · Positions 1-4 on the 
abscissa are ~quivalent to those in Fiq. 4•16, F'ig, 4•23 
snows the D•values corresnondincr to these pressures. An 
2 
increase in the plate/anilox nlc pressure from o.73 MN/m to 
2 
1,49 MN/m produced a Q.41 ~~~rease in th@ D•value, while 
2 
decreasing the plate/anllox nip pressure to 0,52 ~n/m 
a o.31 decrease in D•vafue. These results 
illustrate a strong O•value rlependence on a plate/anilox nlp 
pr~ssure. These results ~1so suqqest an optimum 
57· 
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.,. 
I ,, 
Ii 
plate/an1lox 
2 
0.73 MN/m. 
nip pressure exists between o.52 and 
The abov~ experiment was repeated usinq more data 
points (Fig. 4•24). The rlate/substrate nip pressure was 
not maintaine1 exactly constant, but plat~/substrate nip 
pressures did not vary sufficiently to pro~uce a significant 
change in the O•values. As in the previous experiment, a 
least squares polynom-ial wAs flt to the T)-value-variable 
plate/substrate nip pressure resnlts to determine the change 
i n D-v a 1 u e du e t o f l u ct u at i on s 1 n p 1 ~ te /sub s tr ate n l p 
pr·essure, The plate/anllox nio oressure was increased from 
2 ' 1,11 M~/• to to 2,45 Mn/m bPfore slowly ~ecreasing it to 
2 
0.54 MN/m, Fig. 4•25 illustrates the o-v~lue changes with 
these :hanges 1n pressure: Fla~ 4•26 shows the relat16nshiP 
between D•value and plate/anilox nip pressure. 
2 
A maximum 
o-value 
with the 
The 
the 0,51 
is obtalned at 0,54 MN/m , which ls again consistant 
pre 111\'\1 nary. result~, 
effects of platP./anilox nip pressure variations on 
mm half-tone dot au~l1ty are shown 1.n Figs, 4-27 
rig. 4•27 ls a magnified photograph of the 
2 
printed region at a. plat.e/anilox nip pressure- of 0,54 ~Nim 
2 
Cpl~te/s~bstrate nip pressure 0,55 ~Nim J, and Fig, 4-28 ls 
a photogrsph of the same prlntP~ region at a plate/anilox 2 . 
nip pressure of 2.45 M~/m (D1Atj/substrat~ nip pressure of 
SA · 
\ 2 
0.61 M1/~ ). 
2 
The dots at~ Plate/anilox nip pressure of 
2 
0.54 MN/m cr11. 4•27) have an ~verage area of 164.2 m~ , 
2 
and those at a plate/anilox n1P nressure of 2.45 MN/m (Fig. 
?. 
4•28) have an area of 143.1 m~. Since the Plate/substrate 
nip pressure ls nearly const~nt, the 14.7% increase in 
coverage ls due entir~ly to the rtecrease in the plate/anilox 
nip pressure, i.e., an i~cre~se in the amount 6£ ink 
transferred to the plate at the optimum Plate/an11ox nio 
pressure. At both nip pressures, however, the dot centers 
did not p~int. This is due to the under1mpress1on at the 
plate/substrate nip. 
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4~2.3 EFFECT' OF TtME ON PRINT D•VALUE AND REPRODUCIBILITf 
Fi~. 4•25 shows the n-v~lue changes with printing time 
for plates 12 and 13, and F1q. 4•26 shows the correspond1na 
nip pressures. At t~n s fnr plate 12, the pre~sman 
1etermined th! optimum prjnt bv visual 1nspett1on, and the 
consequent pressures were recor~ed. ~t t=O s for plate 13, 
the oscill.oscope ~as used tn ~et the nip pressures equal to 
those recorded tor plate 1? at t~O s. The remainder of both 
runs were allowed to continue ~Ith no interruptions or press 
adjustments. In contradiction wtth previous results Cl, 21 
the D•values of the Jolid orints remi1ne1 relatively 
constant with time. Pressur~ r~production at t=O· s nearly 
reproduced the o~values ~t t=n s, the sliqhf difference may 
be a result of a varying pres~ speed and errors in strain 
gau~e calibration. 1he techri1qu~s used for speed control 
and ~auge calibration are cru~P, but were consi~ere~ to be 
sufficiently accurate for the "resent studv. 
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4~2.4 D•VALU~ AND. PRESSURE DEPENDENCE ON SPEED 
D•value changes with soe~d are illustrated in Fig. 
4-31. The press was sPt up at 0.254 mis by visual 
inspectio~, an1 the press SD~eds were changed without 
altering the roller s~ttinqs. Fig. 4•32 shows the 
corresponding nip pressures. This experiment was repeated 
by starting at 2.032 mis an~ slowly redu~ing the speed, 
again with no changes in roller settings. The n~value 
changes with speed f-O~ this trial are shown in Fig. 4~33, 
and the correspon~ing nio Pressures are give~ in Fig·. 4·34. 
These results indicate that an increase in speed produces an 
increase in D•value, and al~o suggest no relationship 
between press speed anrl roller nip pressu~e. 
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4.2.5 FORCE: DISSIPATION BY TKE PLATE 
Figs. 4•35 and 4•J6 show the results of olaclng a 
straln ~aUge at the top and bottom of a Cyrel FP PlatP and 
measuring the n~p pressures at various ti~e interval~. The 
results are gtv,n ln terms of volts because the bottom gauge 
could not be properly ~~librate~. At t=O s the pressman 
a1ain determined the conditions for an o~tlmum print by 
The ore~s was then run wtthout visual inspection. 
interruption 
intervals. 
data ~as ~ollected at pre-set time 
The cal cul·at ion of thP. total applied force at each n1 p 
requires th~ integration of ·the pre~sure profile. This 
1nte~rat1on was c6nducted by assuming the pressure profile 
to be a trian~le and uslnq Eq. 4.4 t-o calculate the area. 
F' = 1/2bh (4.4) 
where: b = base of the triangle~ 
h = height of the trian~le 
It· was found that the bA~e of the profile at the bottom of 
the plate Cb ) is 1.s times l~rner than the base of the 
b 
profile at the top of the 01,te (b ) . F.gs. 4.5 and 4.6 were 
t 
then used to calculate the force at the top -and bottom of 
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F' = 1/2b h (4.5) 
t t t 
F' : 1 /2b h (4.6) 
b b b 
the plate, respectively. Since 1.Sb = b, we can rewrite t b 
Eq. 4.6 a·s 
F' 
-
1/2(1 .• Sb )h (4.7) 
b t b 
F = 0.75b h 
b t b 
Dividing Eqs. 4.5 and 4.7 hv b aives: 
t 
F lb =t/2h (4.8) 
t t t 
F' /b = ·0.75h 
b t b 
Eqs. 4.ij and 4.9 were tised to c~lculate the force per unit 
base length of the top oroflle. This data manipulation 
prov'ided a method to compare 111rec:tlv the forces at the top 
and bottom of the plate in terms of percent reduction of 
force (Table 4•1). Approximately 50% of the applied force 
was dissipated by the plAte, hut no increase in ·dissipation 
with printing· time was found. 
Table 4•1: Fore~ n1ss1pat1on by the Plate 
time (sec) F' /h F" /b \decrease 
t t t;, t 
plate ls ubs tr ate 
0 1.1R 0.63 46.6 
60 1 • ?.5 o.66 47.2 
300 1. ?.O 0.65 45.q 
600 1.21 0.64 47.1 
~ 
pl ate /a'nt 1 ox 
0 1.42 0.11 so.o 
60 1.42 0.71 so.o 
300 1.33 0.68 48.9 
600 1 • ?.Q 0.66 48.9 
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. 5 • · DlSCUSSIOtl' 
5.1 COMPARISON OF· AVAILABLE THEORIES 
the pressure profiles ~,ner~ted by Gaskell's equation 
(fig. 4•1) and ~~ijers' e~uat1on CP1q. 4-6) ~re co~pletely 
1ifferent in shape and maanttud~. This large difference is 
primarily caused by the d[fferent ·physical situations 
modeled by each ~quation. ~askell's mo1el consltted of 
fluid flow between two inco~oressible steel rollers. Using 
some basic ass.umptions·, he ~npl1ed the equation of motion in 
the x•dlrectl~n to the mo~~l to Produce equations· descrlbinq 
the shear rate, velocitv an<1 oressure orofile. Gaskell 's 
model· does not consider a defnrm~ble plat~ on one of the 
steel· rollersi therefore, his ~quatlori can not be used to 
1escr1be the fl~xographlc process. 
Meijers' equations CF.qs. ~.7 • 2.12) were developed to 
model· a syste:n of one steel roll er In contac.t wi_th a sec·ond 
steel· roller covered by an elastomer. Flexography 
incorporates an elastomer (printing plate). on a steel roller 
in contact with other steel rollets, hut flexoqraphy also 
has f·lu1d Cink) flowing between these rollers In contact. 
Since the flijid layer ls sma~l, Me~jers' model may describe 
the system. Jhis· statement implies the ~ssumptlon that the 
fluid ls considered part of the plate, and that there ls no 
fluid flow~ Gaskell's equation, although incorrect for this 
'7Q 
i 
t' 
system, clearly shows the PresPnce of a fluid does require 
flow. This would then suqgP.st velocity and shear rate 
profiles through the nip r!espite the presence of a 
deformable plate·. 
To deter.mine the effect of the fluid on the 
a~pl1cab1lity of· Meijers' enuation, experimental pressure 
prCfiles with and without fluid in the nip are required. 
The theoretical· curve generRted by ~eijers' model can then 
be compared to both experirnent~l profiles. If, for thin ink 
films, ~eij~rs' model is a new model 
incorporating the theory of Plastic deformation and the 
equations of motion may be required to describe the system. 
5.2 STRAIN GAUGE/FLEXOGRAPHY PHENOMENA 
5.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL· PRESSURE PROFILE IN THE NIP 
A typical· pressure profil@' through the plate/substrate 
nip is shown in F19. 4•t4. ~Ince an appreciable pressure 
profile exists, the flexoqraohic process is far from beinq a 
"just • kiss" ·printing process. If condittons of 
"just • kiss" did existi ~he strain gauge would experiehce 
littl~ or no deformation and .a rPadlng of near O volts would 
be obtained. Clearly, this ls not the cas~. Furthermore, a 
point on the plate experl~nces SPveral types of deformation 
on passa~e through the nlo. 
AO 
,, 
1, 
In the pre•nip reqion (Fl~. 4•14), the plate is 
undergoing~ "btickling" effect as it is forced into the nip. 
fhe large overl~presslon of the plate roller produc~s a 
force tangent to the rnller's surface which causes the 
buckling (Pig~ 5•1). As a resul~, the gauge ls compressed 
and the resistance and the voltage decrease. Thus, a 
"negative" pressure ls observed. At t = 7.9 ms, there are 
two possible explanatiory~ for the gauge's recorded output~ 
First, the tah;entlal force may have diminished so th~t no 
stress is b~ing applied to the ~auge, producing a O volt 
output. Thi~ would 1mplv that the nip entrante is at 
t - 7.9 $econdlv, s1nre everywhere in the contact 
region th~re will· be a force aool!ed to the plate which can 
be resolved into normal and tangential components, the 
tangential force may be balance~ by the norm~l force, 
producinq a situation in whtch no net deformation of the 
gau~e occurs: i.e., no net cha~a~ in reslstanc~ causing an 
output of O volts. If this 1• the case, the nip entiance 
would be at t < 1.9 ms. ~lnce the tangential component will 
exist everywhere, e~cept at t = O (nip center), at 
t = 7.9 ms, a tangentlal f6rce must exist. This SPCond 
expl~nation is more plaus!ble than th, first because of the 
overlmpression of the Plat~ roller. 
.... 
' 
' I ~ ! ' 
i 
. 
•. 
In re~ion 2), the nlo proper, the normal force 
1omln~tes the tangential force, causing a net elongation of 
the gau;e ahd a ~osltlve voltage.· The nip exit occurs at 
t = 15.4 ms; however, the presence .of the tanqential force 
a1ain m3y have p~oducert a sliohtly erroneous result. The 
lagnltude of the error will bP much less than that at the 
nip entrance, be~ause at the e~trance the clear~nce, ~etween 
the rollers is c1ecreas1ng, so the plate ls being forced into 
the nip. At the e~lt, t~e cle~rance between the rollPrs is 
1ncreas1n~ ahd the plate ls rela~in~ back to its or1q1nal 
form, F'or a perfectly elastic svstem, this relaxation would 
be instantaneous Cor ~s fa5t as the roller sep~ratlon was 
occur in~). .Thus, we- wo111rt Pxpect the pressure to 
!~mediately return to O volts. That It does not ts an 
indication of the rnagnltur!P of th.e loss mo1u111s of the plate 
and the plate relaxation nronerttes. From t -
-
15.4 to 
t -
- 27,6 ms, the plate is slowly returnlnq to it~ original 
for~ while cohesive splitting of the lrik occurs. The 
spl1tt1nq, however, does not occur over this entire region: 
it occurs neat the nip exit. Th~ compl~x mixing of both 
plate relaxation and inlc solt.tting may be the controlling 
factor ln the ink transfer proc~ss. Fig. 5-1 illustrates 
the mechanical· behavior of the plate as It passes through 
regions 1 • 3, 
pre-
• 
·n1 p n1p 
post-
• nip 
-u> 
Fi;iure s-1: Mechanical Aph~vlnr of the Plate in the Nip 
' ,., 
5 • 2 • 2 PRESSURE. EFFECTS ON INK TRANSFER 
The effect of pressurP on the pri'nt quality ls .evident 
from re variable nip pressurp P.Xperiments. At both the 
pla~/anllox anrt plate/substr~te nips, there is an optimum 
pressure below which an increase in nip pressut~ increases· 
the sol'ld re~ion D•value· ~u1<1 a.nc,ve which an increase in nip 
pr~ssure decreases the sol!~ rPqfon D•value. This is best 
exhibited by the prel1m1narv r~sults CF!qs~ 4•15,4·16,4·22 
and 4•23). ~t underimpression, there ls Poor roller contact 
resulting in poor ink tr~n~fer. As the pressure 1s 
increased, the contact improves and ink thickness (transfer) 
lncrPases; however, as the prpssure continues to increase, 
ink "squeezes" out of the nio nro~ucing a thinner layer of 
Ink transferred. This thinnin~ requires ink fiow out of th~ 
nip which may cause the ink bank to increase. 
During variable platp/substrate nip pressure 
exper!mehts·, the plate/anllox nf" presstire wRs maintained 
relatively constant so that ~ constant amouryt of ink: was 
transferred to the plate roller~ Ther~fore, all chanqes in 
the D-values were 8 d~rect rP~ul~ of pressure changes at the 
plate/ substrate nip. Th~ pr~liminary results Cfiqs. 4•15 
ahd 4•16) show that a 1181 incr~Ase in the Pl~t~/s~bstrAte 
nip pressure produced a 1~q1 ~ecrease in th, D•value. The 
Ink was squeezed out of the plate/substrate nip with 
R4 
/ 
I 
! ' 
increased pressure causinq less ink to be tr~nsferred to the 
poltethylene, Under1mpress1on ~lso produced a lower O•value 
because of ~oor roller contact. 
Th·e results of the· variable plate/substrate nip 
pressure experiments indicat~ an optimum ore s-s u r:e of 
?. 
a·pprox i 11ate 1 y 1,40 MN/m 
• 
The results also show the· 
pr•ssman's inability to repro~uce a print. The preliminary 
experiment required the pres~m~n to produce an optimum print 
by visual inspection before overlmpression and after 
underimpresston, Comparison of the nip pressures for both 
"optimu:n" prints exhibits at lt!ti change in olate/an!lox nip 
pressure and a 14% chanqP. in the plate/substrare nip 
pressure. 
D•values. 
There is a corresponding 1,4% change in the 
For the prel1m1narv experiment the pressman 
produced an optimum print ate ~late/substrate nip pressure 
2 
of 1.51 MN/m, which is above thP suggested optimum.. When 
the experiment was repeaterl, h~ oroduced an optimum cr!nt at 
2 
a· plate/~ubstrate pressure of 0~60 M~/m, which is well 
below the opti~um pre$surP. Only the nip pressure ls used 
for the c:o:nparison nf th~ var !able p late/subs.trate 
experiments because betwPen experiments the press was 
ove·rh~u led, The overhaul may be the caus~ for th@ large 
difference ln the D•values a~ thP optimum pressure. 
'Ii 
I 
I 
:/ 
i 
At the Optimum plat~/substrate nip Pressure, "echoing" 
occurred becab-e of the larae snace between the ends of the 
plate on the plate roller. When this space is at the 
plate/substrate n~p (Fig. 5-?l, there ls a gap between the 
plate and substrate rollers. This gap acts as·~ momentary 
relea~e of the pressure between the elate and anilox 
rollers. The result is a non-inking of the Plate by the 
anllox ~eometrically opposite thP gap in the plate/substrate 
nip. Dbv'iously, when this 11ninkPd area of the plate reaches 
the substrate roller, no or1ntlna occurs (Fiq. 5-3). There 
ar~ two solutions to this problem. First, the plate can be 
Tiade to fit exactly aroun~ thP olate roller so that nti space 
is present. Second, a pre5sure slightly- less than optimum 
2 
(i.e., 1.0 M~/~) can he use~ for printing hecause in the 
region aroun~ optim~m pressur~, the D•value is insensitive 
to plate/substrate nip oressure changes. This will not 
eli~inate the "ech~" effect ~omoletely, but it ~ill reduce 
it so that it c,hnot be d~tected v1su~lly. 
The halt-tone region~ ~o not exhibit the same behavior 
a~ the solid reJions. 
D-value increase~. 
As t~P pres·sure increases, the 
These results can be explained with 
reference to Figs. 4•20 and 4•21. ~t underimoression, the 
C' en t er of the do t s are 11 no r i nt e d C F' 1 q • 4 - 2 o ) • As the 
pressure is increased to nPar the optimum .tP1~. 4•21), the 
R6 
Figure 5•2: 
s 
non-ink i n.g 
l 
s 
I1lustrat16n of the •Echo• Effect 
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Figure 5•3: 
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Result of the •Echo" r.ffect 
RA 
i; 
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I: 
center ~f the dots Print. Thls ·produces a greater area of 
:overaqe and a lower refecta~cP: hence, a hiqher .D•value. 
~s· the pressure 1s increAsed, the jots are deformed causing 
a larger area· of the poly,.ttwlene to receive ink. Once 
a~ain, as the coverage incrPase~, the n-v~lue increases. 
This analysis Illustrates th~ effect of pressure on the 
half-tones, but it does not provld~ a method for determininq 
ink trahsfer as a functton of pressure. Therefore, ink 
transfer and reproduction studies can oniy be conducted by 
analysis of the solid ·region. 
Results obtained by varvlng the olate/anilox nip 
pressure exhibits a similar rPl~tlonship b~tween pressure 
and D•value. The optimum oressure was found to t;,e 
2 
approxim~tely o.54 MN/m, which is much lower than the 
optimum pl ate/'subs tr ate nip pressure. A nrobable 
explanation for this lowPr ontimum pressure is that a 
thicker ink coating exists around the anllox roller which 
requires a lo~er pressure to c~11se flow. This ease of flow 
~ay also be the cause of the l~roe dependence Df the D•value 
on the plate/~nllox nio or~ssure as compar~d to its 
dependence on the plat~/suhstrate nip pressure. 
:omp!rlson between the plat~/~nilox an~ Plate/substrate nip 
pressure effect on D•values is afven tn Table 5•1. These 
experiments sug;est that the press~an never us~s the optimum 
gq 
Table 5•1: D•Value nependence on Nip Pressures 
p D•Value 
platelanilox 
preliminary 17£% 
-9.4\ 
run 2 18?% 
-9~4% 
run 2 115\ 
-6.5\ 
plate/substrate 
preliminary 121\ 
-3.9\ 
pr~ssures. Furthermore, in ~ost in~tances his visual 
optimum conditions re~ult 1n a· high plate/an!lox. nip 
pressure. Overimpress!on occurs at the olate/~nilox print 
causinq a· lower D•value, and un~eri~pression occurs at the 
plate/substrate nip pressur~ c~using a low D•value and a 
poor print. 
5,2,3 TIME DEPENDENCE OF n~VALUES AND REPRODUCIBILITY 
The results given in r10. 4•29 show D•valu~~ remain 
relatively con~tant with or!ntinq time. This result 
contradicts earlier work rt, 2], which showed that D•values 
increased with time before reaching a plateau at 1200 s. 
The contrs~1ct1on may be~ rltrect result of. maint~1~ance 
work oerformtd on the nress. Also, the c~rrent data ~ere 
taken without stopping the ores~. In the past the press was 
stopped for data collection. Stopping an1 starting of the 
pr~ss is· accompanied by excessive roller mov~ment which may 
effect their settings and the re~ulting n-value. 
D•value fluctuation with Printing time 1s app~rent tn 
Fig, 4•29, The corresponrt1na nic pressures also fluctuate 
(Fig, 4•30), which may cau~e the o-value fluctuation. The 
underlying· cause· of this fluctuation may he the mechanical 
nature of the .press. The rollers train is g~ared together, 
and if the ~ears do not mesh ~x~ctly, roller vtbrat1on will 
result, The el1m1nat1on of this prohlem would reoufre 
redesigning the press to !Vo!~ this vibration. 
Figs, 4•29 ahd 4•30 illustrate the reproduction of 
D•values by reproducing the nlp ~ressures at t = o s. Retter 
pressure reproduction mav have improved the n-value 
reproduction, but ut1ng the nRo to reproduce strain gauge 
outputs ls inaccurate bP.ca11se of inherent error in 
reproducing pealc heights hv vistH!l lnspectt.on; hence, the 
need for co~puter control, 
5,2.4 EFFECT Of S~EED ON D•VALUE AND PRESSURE 
As det~rmined by JPnklns C2J, D•values increase iith 
speed, There are two possihle explanations for this 
Phenomenon. F!~st, it may bP caused by a decrease in the 
ability of the fountain roller to meter a thin layer of ink 
onto the an!lox roller as speed increases, The Gallus -press 
does not empluy a doctor bladP so th~t the fountain roller 
is responsibl~ for el1m1ni1ting PXcess ink on the an!lox 
roller. As speed. increases the efficiency with ~hich the 
91 
fountain .roller performs this task decreases: henc~, a 
larger a~ount of ink ·is tr~nsferred to the anilox roller 
resultin~-: in a thicker orint. Second, as speed lncreilses, 
the Ink ~111 have a greater ten~~ncy to "leave" the rolleis 
bee a·us e of 1 ncreased inert,~ l forces, which m~y 1 mp rove ink 
transfer along· the train. ·The former e~planation is more 
plausible because inertial forces. ~re lnslgnlficant in the 
nlp, i.e., low Reynold's number. 
It ls not possible to ~~termine a relationship between 
speed and pressure. Pressur~ v~rlations are probably caused 
by pres, vibrations, which 1~cre3se with speed. 
The determination of optimu~ pressure at various speeds 
1s, essential·. The bptimum nio pressures for 1.016 m/s may 
not be the optimum pressures at other speeds! At the 
pr~sent tl~e no informatinn is available to justify or 
rebuke this statement. 
To det~r~ine optimum printing conditions, the optimum· 
speed must also be determined. For such work, a doctor 
blade shoul~ ~e used to m~1nta1n a· constant amount of ink on 
the anilox roll~r. The effect of speed should not be 
confused with the effect of thP efficiency of the fount~in 
roller. Poor fountain roll~r efficiency at higher spee~s 
was one possible e·xplan.qtj on for Increased D•value with 
lncrea~e~ spee~. 
. 
' 
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s~2.s FORC~ DISSIPATION BY PLATE 
The force at the botto'l1: of the Cyrel FR olate ls much 
less thah that applied at the too of the hlate. The Young's 
~odulUs CE) of an elastomPr is comprised of a loss modulus 
CE'') and a storage modulus CE') • When a force is app11ed 
to the elasto:ner, part of the force is d-issil"lated (or lost), 
the a~ount depending on the ~~~n1tude of the loss modulus 
CE"). The effect of ttie Pl~te's· ability to dissipate an 
applied force on ink splitting and print quality is 
uncertain at the present timei however, some possibilities 
have been su~~ested. An increase in the plate's ability to 
11ss1pate a force may oro~ucP sharper orints due to l~ss 
deformation at the plate surf~ce. The sudden ~PP11cat1on of 
a· force could be .distributed more uniformly throughout the 
plate, resulting in less character deformatibn. Also, a 
larqer loss modulus would c~use less ·relaxation of the plate 
as· it extts the nlp. '."he· re lax at 1 on of the plate may prove 
to be very l~portant in int splitting. 
No ~vldence of increase~ dissipation with printing time 
ls, indicated. However, the lack of increased dl~sipation 
may be a result of short oress runs C600 s). Also, Cyrel. FR 
does not swell: read! ly in alcohnl./acetate ·mixtures, and it 
ls· swelling that would cause the c~ange in the loss modulus. 
. 
• 
5~3 CDMPARISOff· br, THEORETIC~L AND EXPERIMENTAL ~RESSURE 
PROF·ILES' 
At the present time th! P61sson's ratio of the polymer 
plate ls un~nown, but a tyntc~l value for an elastomer ls 
(] -
-
0.49 [19]. Th~refore, ~ssuming (J = o.5 should riot 
introduce much error. From Fla. 4•14 a contact length of 
2c -
-
7.62 mm· was calculated, ~n~ with a plate thickness o~ 
h = 2.286 mm, a· ratio of c/h = 1.67 ls obtained. These 
values can be used in ~e11~rs' equations to calculate a 
theoretical pressure profile • 
• 
A comparison is pres~nted in Fig. 5-4 b~tween Eq. 2.7, 
Eq. 2.9, and the experimental results. &q. 2.7, valid for 
c/h, o.7, produces a neoative ~ressure in the regions 
-3.Bl, x, •3.20 mm and 1.20, x, 3.81 mm. This behavior 
ls· not surprising since the e 11Uatlon is only vaUri for 
c/h, o.7. EQ. 2.9, however, oroduces a pres$ure pr~file in 
the nip region that exhibits the same g~~eral shape as the 
experimental· profile. The 
pressure piofile, however, 
e x per 111.e n ta~· pr.of 11 e • 
maqnitude of the theoretical 
is everywhere less than the 
The total force in the nlo orov!des a method to compare 
qu~ntitatively the theoretical and experimental results. 
Eq. 2.B (valid for c/h L o.7) produces r = o.43 MN/m roller 
l'enqth, and Eq. 2.10 (valid for c/h ~ o.5) produ~es 
l.70 
~ 
.. 
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F' -
-
o.s Mrl/'m roller lencrth. An extierimental force of 
F' = 0~657 ~N/~ roller lenath was obtained by measurinq th~ 
at~a under the experiment~l pressure pr~file. tq. 2.e is in 
error by 35\, while Eq. 2.10 1s in error by 24%. Fro~ the 
;1eneral shape of, the theoretical curves and the magnitude of 
the .ertors, it ls apparent that the mo~el for c/h ~ o.s 
(Eqs. 2.9 ahd 2.10) is more accurate than the model for 
c/h ,. 0.-1 (Eqs. 2.7 an·d 2.R). 
One possible explanat1nn for the 24% error is the 
pr~sence of the fluid in the roller nip. ~eljers' mo~el is 
for dry contatt only: the presence of the ink could have an 
influence on the experimental profile, which would cause 
the deviation from the theoretital curve. Furthermore, 
drYing of the ink may occur on the rollers, producing a 
disperslon rather than a· solution, and disPerrions can 
undergo co~pression, further decreasing the soltrbillty of 
the dye .1 n the 1 n I< s o 1 vent • This phenomena also mav 
influence the experimental presstire profile. 
An.other possible exo1an~tion is the inaccurate 
determination of the contact length (2c), which was 
discussed in section 5.2.t. To determine the accurate 
contatt length, ·it has been prooosed to place a strain gauqe 
vertically 1n a printing Pl~te. Placement ot· a gauge 
vertically ls difficult b@c,use the buckling is only 
' . 
I 
l 
' ·1 
I, ,. 
' ~ ) 
I' :I 
experienced near the plate's surface. The gauge must be 
placed very close to t~e surfacP so that It can measure the 
straln associated- with the huckllng. 
1'· 
I: 
6 •: CONCLUSIONS· 
A compari~on of Gaskell's eauatlon with ~eijers' showed 
that the two models produced completely different pressure 
profiles. The difference w~s a result of the physical 
systems used to develop the models. Gaskell's model was 
based on fluid flo~ between two nondeformable steel rollers., 
whereas Meij~rs' produced a model for intimate coritact 
between a steel: roller anr1 a steel roller covered by an 
elastomer. G~~kell's approac~ ~~nnot b~ used to model the 
flexographic process bPc~use it does not consider a 
compressi~l~ .roller. 
The experi1ental pressure profile exhibited three 
regions: pre•nip, .nip pron~r and post-nio. The neq~tive 
pressure .in the pre-nip reqion was caused by a tangential 
force. Th~ observed contact length in t~e experimental 
curv~ may be com~ressed hy this tangential force. The 
pr·esence of a· large maximum pressure and a large tanqpntial 
force show that the flexoaranhlc process 1s far from a 
"just• kiss" printin; operation. 
Variable nip pressure experiments shower., that there is 
an optimum plate/~nilox and p~ate/substrate nip pressur~ 
which produces a maximum D•va1ue. Ahove the optimum 
pressure there 1 s an 1nver5e rel ati onshiP b·etwe~n pressure 
ahd D•value, and below the optimum pressure there is a 
9A 
..: 
·' 
dire~t relationship between oressure and D-va1ue. The 
:enter$ of half-tone dots ~id nnt print at plate/sub~trate 
nip pressures below the oPt1~u~. At the optimum pressure, 
noweverj the centers printPd and dot 1eformation was 
minimal. 
The results also sua~~st that the oressman never uses 
the optimum pressures. In mo~t Instances hfs visual optimu~ 
conditions result in a h1ah ol~t~/anilox nip pressure and a 
low plate/substrate nip oressure. These con~itio~s produce 
low D-values and poor print ~u~ltty. Observed fluctuations 
in print o~valu~s are more susceptible to small changes in 
the plate/3nilox· nfp pressur~ than in the Pl~te/substrate 
nip pressure. 
D•values can be .re or o c1 u c e d by reproducing nip 
pressures; this result ls of ~reat importance since the 
previous results shower1 the pressman's inability to 
reproduce D•values by visu~l inspection. Constant nip 
pressures are necessa~y to pro~uce constant D•value prints. 
Pressure fluctuations with orintin1 time resulte'1 Jn D•value 
fluctuations. 
Althou;h D•values increased with printing speed, 
was no correlation between nip cressure and speed • 
.. 
there 
A :yre 1: F'R p 1 ate 1 s car:,cllh le of .di ssipat i nq 50\ of the 
applied force at the surface. At the present time, no 
qq 
.; 
\ 
' 
' 
. 
t 
~ 
' 
• 
.. 
). 
correlation between fore~ d1~s1pat1~n and ink transfer has 
been obtalned. 
The theory for laroe c/h ratios wa5 expected to 
describe the flexograph1c process mo~e accurately than the 
theory for small c/h ratios. Th~ total fotce in the nip 
provides a ~ethod to comoare cruant1tat1vely the theoretical 
ahd experimental: pressur~ profil~s. Neither theorv 
accurately de&crlbes the e~per1mental pr~ssure profile: 
however, this poor fit mav be a result of an incorr~ct 
contact length. The cont~ct lenath ~ay be compressed on the 
experimental· curve because of the presence of the tanqential 
The tangential forcP 3nd the noimal force have 
opposite effects on the strain aauge which can distort the 
composite pressure profile. 
·.· 
• ,·. 
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7 •: FUTURE WORK: 
The current r~s~arch lllustrat~d the means by which 
D•value reproduction can be accomplished, i~e., nip pressure 
repr~du:tion. It was also shbwn that durinq the pr1nt1no 
operation, nip pressures fluctnate which causes D•values to 
fluctuate. :bmputer cbntrol of nip pressures couid b~ used 
to set the initial nip pr~ssures at the desired value· and to 
maintain those values dur!nc:, the course of a run. Computer 
control would be more precise than the crude method used in 
this research so that n-v~lue reproduction w·ould be 
improved. The printing soeed could al~o be controlled to 
eliminate fluctuations which effect the D•valu~. 
~nother i mportan·t aspect of computer control 1s 
utilizing the optimum nip oressures; the pressm~n usually 
does not use the optimum h!n oressures. Comout~rizat!on can 
be used to set the press o"t!~um conditions to gen~rate 
quality prints. 
The jetermination of optimum print!nq conditions must 
include S?eed as well as ntc pressure. This res~arch showed 
the lar;e depen~enc~ of o-v~lues on printing speed. Th@ 
determination of the optimum pr@ssures at various speeds is 
es5ent1al to characterize th~ Process and to determine the 
overall optimum conditions. 
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The 1eterm1nat1on of the tangential force in -the nip 
ahd the co~reet contact lenqth ls necessary to model th~ 
system. The strain g,3uqe rnr,y be placed vertically in a 
flexogr~phic plate to measure the tanaentlal force. The 
combination of the tanqentl!l pr~s~ure profile ,1th the 
total· pressure profile shoul~ provide a method for 
deter.mining the contact lenqth. A more accurate definition 
of regions 1 3hd 2 of the experimental pressure profile 
would also be determined. 
Another ~ajor concern is the effect of plate pronert1es 
on the ink splitting prnc~ss. Work must be done to 
determine the effeCt of rel::1xati~n time, Younq's modulus and 
loss mo~ulus on the amount of ink transferred to the 
polyethylene. AlSOj the effect of swelling on these 
properties should be determined so that p-late performance 
can be predicted as printing time increases: as the printing 
time increases, the solvent upt~ke by the plate increases. 
J 
.. 
·, 
• . 
:: 
•. 
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APPENDIX A 
the conv~rsion of volts to pressure w~s car~ied out by 
calibrating the qauge. To tMts end, a special calibration 
~evice was constructed, consisting of a flat steel plAte 
with a long rod Attatched oeroen~icular to the plate ~t its 
center. The free end of the rod h~s a curved surface to 
oetter represent the rollP.r surface. Th·e -rod has a known 
cross-se:tional ate.a so that weicrht placed on the pan can -be 
converted to pressure accorrHncr to Eq. (7 .1). 
P = t{m + ~)g)/A 
p 
') 
~here: P = pressure (tt/m 17 
m = mass place~ on the plate (Kg); 
m = mass of the olnte and rod (0.587 
p 
~ = rod croSS'.9Sect1on~l area ( 1, 7 3 X 
g = acceleration due to gravity cq,s 
(7 .1) 
Kg); 
-s 
10 11'1) ; 
2 
m/s ) 
A series of pressures w~re Imposed on the· gauge an~ the 
corresponding voltag~s were r~corded, A linear least 
squares curve was constructed using the calibration points; 
the slope ahd intercept of the line were used to convert 
to~ 
• 
,: 
experimental voltages into Pressures. Flq. 7~t presents the 
calibration cur~e for Plate 16. This procedure was repeate~ 
for every plate • 
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APPENDIX· B· 
An;elo [,'3Duca was horn ,lune 6, 1960 in Easton, Pa. to 
Rosalie ahd Angelo LaDuca, sr. ije ~ttend~d elementary and. 
secondary school" In the Wilson ll.rea School System and was 
graduated val~dlctorian from Wtsnn High School. 
In May, 1982, Angelo tanuca vas graduated summa cum 
laude from ~oravian Colleqe, Bethlehem, Pa., with a Bachelor 
of S:ience de~ree in Chemisrv. 
Upon co:npl-et1on of .his undergraduate degree, Angelo 
continued his education at Leh!qh University in the Chemical 
Engineering Depattment. During his studies at Lehigh 
University, Angilo was a Rese~rch Assistant under Dr. A. c. 
Zettlemoyer. 
